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Abstract
We have studied the porosity dependence of elastic modulii for ceramic materials using different type of equation [1-5].
The elastic modulus are also calculated using ultrasonic wave velocities given in table 3. The variation of Young’s
modulus with porosity is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the figure that the Young’s modulus is found to decrease
continuously and non-linearly with increasing porosity.

Introduction
Ceramic materials present interesting properties such-as good hardness, high wear and corrosion and
temperature resistance which make them candidates for thermo mechanical applications. However, these
advantages are counteracted by the brittleness of the ceramics. Ceramic materials are also found in the interior
of the earth and they are important geophysical minerals also[6].

Porosity is an inherent property of ceramic materials. Porosity (P) is defined as the ratio of the void volume
and total specimen volume [7]. Porosity not only affects directly the magnitudes of sound velocities but also
attenuates the amplitudes of ultrasonic waves by scattering process. In recent , years, interest has been
developed in high strength dense ceramics for both structural and electronics applications. A number of
modern applications, however, require knowledge of the effect of porosity on several physical properties of
structural ceramics. Alford et al. [1] dealed with the YBa2Cu3O7- system concentrating attention on the
fabrication and physical and mechanical properties of the materials [8] and it can be understood that the
porosity plays a significant role in the magnitude of the Young's modulus of ceramic materials and high-Tc

superconductors. Young's modulus is found to decrease with increase in porosity [8-10]. Several formulae for
porosity dependence of elastic moduli have been reported. These are empirical [11-12], semi-empirical [7]
and theoretical [13-14] in nature.

Method of Analysis
The Young’s modulus (E) and shear modulus (G) for YBa2Cu3O7- can be calculated from the experimental
values [9] of longitudinal (VL) and transverse wave (VT) velocities given in Table 1 using the formulae
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The Young’s modulus and porosity relations are as follows
E=E0 exp(-ap) (3)
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and

E=E0 (1-f1p+f2p2) (4)

where E and E0 are the Young’s moduli at porosity p and zero, respectively, and a, f1 and f2 are empirical
constants, have been widely reported in the literature [15]. The application of such expressions is also
criticized since they do not satisfy the boundary condition E=0 for p=1. The limitations of equations (3) and
(4) sometimes give rise to discrepancies in the values of E0 evaluated by extrapolation from the fitted data
over narrow ranges of porosity. Soroka and Sereda [16] studied the relation between Young’s modulus and
porosity of gypsum applying equation  (3) and observed wide discrepancies in values of E0 calculated over
two different porosity ranges, namely 0.1<p<0.3 and 0.5 <p<0.7. The porosity dependence of ultrasonic
velocity and Young’s modulus in gypsum [14] on can be expressed in the following forms

VL= VLo (1-p)n (5)

E = E0 (1-p)2n+1 (6)

where VL and VLo are the ultrasonic velocities of a porous and non-porous body, respectively, and n is an
empirical constant. The ultrasonic velocity and elastic modulus-porosity equations (5) and (6) obey the
boundary conditions VL=VLo and E=E0 for p=0 and V=0, E=0 for p=1. For gypsum the value of n was found
to be 1. The application of equation (6) to the data of Soroka and Sereda [16] on gypsum showed very good
agreement over the whole range of porosity (0.1<p<0.7) studied.

The Young’s modulus and porosity of sintered uranium dioxide have been calculated from the data reported
by Panakkal and Ghosh [17] using the wellknown equations.
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where  is Poisson’s ratio (0.25 assumed),  the density at porosity p, and the theoretical density (10.96
gcm-3).

The least square method of fitting the data to equation (5) plotting lnVL against ln(1-p) yielded a correlation
coefficient 0.997. However, the data were fitted  following the method due to Lewis [18] giving the relation.

VL = 5524.862 (1-p)1.569 (9)

Equation (9) gives a value of 5525m-sec for VLo which is higher than the Reuss-Hill average 5469 m sec-1.
However, it must be mentioned that the values of VL and  used in this study were taken from the plot given
in [17]. Application of the linear and exponential relations correlating VL and  yielded values of VLo which
are 0.6% and 0.4% higher, respectively, than the corresponding values obtained by Panakkal and Ghosh [17].
The values of VLo (5525m sec-1) obtained from equation (9) is only 1% higher than the Reuss-Hill average. It
is expected that the actual data may provide still closer agreement. The linearly interpolated relation between
VL and , VL= 723.8 -2461, can be expressed in the form

VL=5471.8 (1-1.45p) (10)

This equation indicates that VLo becomes zero at p=0.69, i.e. =3.4gcm-3 which is unrealistic. For low porosity
values, equation (9) can be approximated to

VL = 5524.862 (1-1.569p) (11)

It can be seen from the result from equation (10) and (11) are almost identical, thereby indicating that
equation (10) is just a linear approximation of equation (9) which satisfied the boundary conditions.
Calculating the values of E0=278.678 from VLo=5524.862 m sec-1 using equation (7), the modulus porosity
equation (6) gives

E = 278.678 (1-p)4.133 (12)
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Equation (12) shows fits the data extremely well with correlation coefficient 0.998. The least square method
of fitting the data also yielded the following modulus porosity equations.

E= 272.5exp (-4.07p) (13)

and

E=268.3 (1-3.29p) (14)

corresponding to equations (3) and (4) respectively. The porosity being low, the square term in equation (4)
was neglected. The correlation coefficients for equations (13) and (14) were 0.899 and 0.977, respectively.

The values of VLo calculated from the two E0 values, 272.5 and 268.3GPa, using equation (7) are
given in Table 3 along with the values obtained in the present study and those reported by Panakkal and
Ghosh [17].

Table 3 shows that the value of VLo obtained from the exponential equation (13) is in close agreement with the
Reuss Hill average. On the other hand, the values of VLo obtained from equations (12) and (14) are only 1%
higher and 0.7% lower respectively, than the Reuss-Hill average.

An expansion of equation (12) neglecting the terms higher than the first order (since p is very low)
yields E=278.678 (1-4.133p) which is almost identical to equation (14), indicating again that this equation is
the linear approximation of equation (12) over the range of porosity studied.

Results and Disscussions
The variation of Young’s modulus with porosity is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen from the figure that the
Young’s modulus is found to decrease continuously and non-linearly with increasing porosity.

The Young’s moduli of Y-Ba-Cu-O samples with different values of porosities ranging from 0.16 to 0.38
have been computed using various types of equations shown in Table 2. The geometry of the pores may not
be a significant factor in determining the mdouli. The computed zero porosity moduli alongwith the constants
obtained for different types of equations as a result of computational fitting are given in the theoretically
predicted values obtained using different equations are relevant and meaningful only when they are compared
with those available in the literature. The comparison also helps to judge which one of the equations is
suitable to predict the elastic moduli of ceramic materials in general and high Tc-superconductors in
particular. Unfortunately, although a number of researchers reported the Young’s modulus values of
polycrystalline Y-Ba-Cu-O samples, the values are found to vary from 100 to 200GPa [1-5]. As such it is very
difficult to arrive at a definite conclusion about the accuracy of the predicted values by a particular theoretical
formula. In view of this, it is thought that it would be more appropriate to compare the calculated values with
those obtained from single crystalline data. In order to arrive at the Young’s modulus values of a
polycrystalline aggregate from available single crystalline elastic stiffness constants, Voigt-Reuss Hill
Scheme, has been adopted [9].

The Young’s and shear moduli of polycrystalline Y-Ba-Cu-O sample have been arrived at by VRH scheme
using the single crystal elastic data reported by Ledbetter and Lei [19], and are found to be 154 to 58.5 GPa
respectively. Lie et al. [19] also arrived at Young’s modulus value of 154.3 GPa for a Y-Ba-Cu-O sample
using the data obtained by a resonant ultrasound techniques by VRH scheme. As the probable error in the
measurement of bulk modulus is  10 GPa, it may be assumed that the uncertainty in the Young’s moduli
could also be  10GPa. The theoretically predicted zero porous values obtained by various theoretical models
are given in Table 2. A close examination of the results reveals that the power law equations are more
accurate than the other ones in predicting the non-porous elastic mdouli of the samples.
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Table 1: Elastic data of Ya-Ba-Cu-O (high TC superconductor) at different porosities

P VL (m/s) VT(m/s) density kg/m3 E(GPa) G(GPa)

0.165 4153 2671 5344 87.3 38.1

0.180 4036 2552 5248 78.7 34.2

0.200 3247 2124 5120 51.5 23.1

0.210 3268 1912 5056 45.8 18.5

0.240 3041 1779 4864 38.2 15.4

0.290 2735 1658 4544 30.2 12.5

0.380 2749 1634 3968 25.9 10.6

Table 2: The value of Elastic moduli based on different equation

Equation Type Young’s Modulus (GPa) Materials under study

1 E=E0(1-ap) 113 Al2O3, MgO, and ThO2

2 E=E0[1+ap/{1-(a+1)p}] 97

3. E=E0(1-ap+bp2) 286 Refractory material such as Al2O3

4 E=E0(1+ap+bp2)/(1+cp) 219 Ceramics in general

5 E=E0(1-p2)/(1+bmp) 113 Ceramics in general

6 E=E0 exp(-ap) 173 Al2O3

7 E=E0(1-ap2/3) 150 Al2O3, MgO and ThO2 and Rare
earth oxides

8 E=E0(1-p)m 136 Sic, SIN, HTSC and V2O3

9 E=E0(1-ap)m 136  and  alumina

10 E=E0(1-p)4.2 151 Ceramics in general

Table 3: Ultrasonic Velocity
Ultrasonic Velocity

VLo (m Sec-1)

Reference

5372 For Land et al. [20]

5350 Mar Lowe [21]

5351 Igata et al. [22]

Reuss average 5294 Wachtman [23]

Voigt average 5644

Mean 5469

Linear fit 5479

Exponential fit 5515 Panakkal et al. [17]

Equation (5.46) 5473 Present Study

Equation (5.47) 5431 Present Study

Equation (5.48) 5525 (for n =1.569) Present Study

5304  (for n = 1) Present Study

Equation (5.49) 5525 (for n= 1.569) Present Study

5347 (for n = 1) Present Study
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Fig. 1 Variation of Young modulus with porosity for Ceramic  material.
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